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1. Introduction. A family Q, of valuations of the field K is said to be of finite

character if for every xe K, x^O, the set {we£)| k>(x)^0} is finite. If w e Q. has

ring Siw and maximal ideal 0* then the ring A = f]wsn 0tw is said to be defined by Q.

and 0> n A is a prime ideal called the centre ofw on A, denoted Z{w). If Siw = AZ(w)

then w is said to be an essential valuation for A.

A ring defined by a family of finite characters consisting of essential valuations

is called a ring of Krull type. The properties of such rings are investigated in [2].

In this paper we indicate necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the

ring defined by a family of finite character be a ring of Krull type. We recall that in

[3] Krull showed that if D. is a family of finite character consisting of rational-

valued rank one valuations, then A = Owen &w mav also be defined by a subfamily

of D, consisting of essential valuations. Krull then posed the question: Is this still

the case for families of finite character of arbitrary rank one valuations ? As an

application of our theory, we provide an example to show that the answer to the

above question is negative.

2. Essential valuations and uniformly critical well centred families.    Let T be a

totally ordered group. A subgroup A of T is called an isolated subgroup if 8 e A and

8^y^0 imply that y e A.

If w, w' are valuations of K with groups Y, V and rings Si, Si' with Si s Si', we

say that w' is coarser than w and write w' á w. If w' ̂  w, then for some prime ideal

0* of Si, Si'=0t& and f^r/A where A is the isolated subgroup generated by those

elements of Y which do not belong to 0*.

If the valuation is such that its group has no minimal nonzero isolated subgroup

we say that w is a limit valuation.

Let O be a family of valuations defining A. Let x e K, x^O and let P be a prime

ideal of A ; we use the following notation :

Q(x) = {weü | w(x)#0}, Q + (x) = {weQ | w(x)>0}, Q.-(x) = {weQ. | w(x)<0},

o>_(P) = {v valuation of K \ Z{v)^P and there exists w e Q. such that v^w},
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io0(P) = {v valuation of K \ Z(v) = P and there exists w e D. such that vgw),

£i0(P)={w e Q. | there exists v e oj0(P) such that w^v),

Q + (P) = {weQ |Z(w)2F}.

If Si is of finite character and F/O, all these families except o>_(P) must be finite.

Given x e K, x^O, let w be a valuation of ^T with group T, such that w(x)<0.

Let A be the largest isolated subgroup of T such that w(x) $ A. The valuation v,

coarser than w, with value group r/A, is called a singular valuation at x determined

by w. A singular valuation is not a limit valuation since t>(x) generates a minimal

nonzero subgroup of r/A. Z(v) is called a singular prime of x.

Let 2(x) denote the set of singular valuations at x, determined by all valuations

weQ.~~(x); let M(x) = {v e£(x) \Z(v) is minimal among those Z(v') such that

t>' e E(x)}; we note that if Q. is a family of finite character, then M(x) is finite, not

empty, for every x $ A.

The valuations belonging to M(x) are said to be critical at x (for the ring A).

A prime ideal F of A is said to be a critical prime for x if it is the centre of a critical

valuation at x. We say that w e O is uniformly critical (for A) if each valuation

coarser than w which is not a limit valuation is a critical valuation (at some x e K,

x#0).
We say that a valuation i> with group Y and ring containing A is we/7 centred on /I

if for each y e T+ there exists (¡e/( such that v(a)=y. We say that a valuation i>

coarser than some valuation of Q is strongly well centred on A if t>' is well centred for

each v' e oj0(Z(¡;)).

Lemma 1. Fe/ D be a family of valuations defining A. If w e Q. is an essential

valuation then it is uniformly critical and well centred.

Proof. Let v, vgw, be a valuation which is not a limit valuation; then there

exists a finest valuation v' which is strictly coarser than v, (it is the valuation with

group T„/A where A is the minimal isolated subgroup of Fv). Then there exists

x e 01 v. such that x £ Siv so that v e E(x).

Suppose that v"gw"eQ. with t>"(x)<0 and Z(h")çZ(d). Then AZ(V-,^AZ(V)

— Jz(.w) = ^w', hence Az<v~-, is a valuation ring, and i/' is essential; from v"gw it

follows that vgv" or t/'^y. In the first case, Z(r)£Z(u"); hence AZ(v)12Siv.-; so

t; = v". In the second case, since v e 2(x) and i'"(x) < 0 it follows that v = v" and so

Z(v)=Z(v") and v is critical. Thus w is uniformly critical.

Let ye T + . Then there exists xeSiw such that vr(x) = y. Since ^M = ^Z(U)) there

exist a, be A with ¿ $Z(w) such that x = a¡b. Then w(a) = H'(fl)-w(f>) = y.

Lemma 2. Fei P be a critical prime at x and v e S(ax") w¡'f/¡ a e A, «^ 1 integer,

andZ(u)^P. ThenZ(v)=P.

Proof. Since t) e 2(flx"), i>(xn) < - t'(fl) g 0 so that v(x) < 0 and there exists v'gv

with ¡/ eS(x) and Z(c')çZ(ii)çi, Since F is a critical prime for x it follows that

Z(v')=Z(v)=P.
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Remark. If v is well centred, and v'<v then Z(v')<=Z(v); for T„,^r„/A where

A^(0) and if 0<8eA, then because v is well centred there exists a eA with

v{a) = 8, but v'(a) — 0 and so a eZ(v), a $Z(v').

Lemma 3. Let Q be a family of finite character defining A. Let P be a prime ideal

of A. For every xe K, x#0, there exists ae A, a$P such that if w e Q ~(ax) then

there exists vezl{x) with Z{v)^P, such that w^v. In particular, if P contains no

singular prime of x then axe A.

Proof. LetÜ! = {w6ß | there exists v eS(x) such that Z(t>)ç fand w^v}. Since

Q is of finite character there exists an element ae A, a$P, for which the set Q2 of

valuations in Q.~(ax) not contained in Qx is minimal.

If wx e Q2, then ^efi" (ax) soleil" (x), and there exists vx ̂  wx with vx e 2(x)

and Z{vx)£P. Let ax eZ{vx), ax $ P. If w1(a"x)^0 for all n then nwx(ax)< -wx(x)

and wx(ax) belongs to the largest isolated subgroup àx of YWl not containing wx(x),

which implies ^1(a1)=0, a contradiction to ax eZ(vx). It follows that for some n,

wx(axx)>0. Therefore Q.~(a\ax)- [Q.x n Q.'(a1ax)]^Q.2-{w1}; because if w e Q,

w(a\ax)<0, then w(ax)^w(axax)<0, on the other hand w^wx since wx(axax)^0.

This is a contradiction to the minimality of Q.2; we conclude that our hypothesis

wx e Q2 must have been incorrect, i.e., Q2= 0, and there exists ae A, a ^Psuch

that w e Q.'(ax) implies w e Q.x. In the particular case, Qx is empty, hence ax e A.

Lemma 4. Let Q. be a family of finite character defining A. Let xe K, x^O, and

let vx e M(x) be strongly well centred. Then

(i) Z(v)sZ(vx) implies v(x)^0;

(ii) Z(v)^Z(vx) and v{x) < 0 if and only ifZ{v)=Z{v1).

Proof. Let Z(vx)=P, M(x) n u>0(P) = {v1,..., vn}. Since vx is well centred there

exists axe A such that vx(ax)= —vx(x)>0, i.e. vx(axx) = 0.

Either «¡(¡¡jiJâO, i=l,...,n, or there exists v¡, say v2, such that v2(axx)<0.

Since v2 is well centred, there exists a2e A such that t;2(a2) = — f2(ßix) > 0, i.e.,

vx(a2axx)Z0, v2(a2axx) = 0.

We may repeat the argument, if necessary. Then we will find r, l^rán, and

a = arar-x- ■ -a2ax e A such that i>¡(ax)a0 for all /= 1,..., n while yr(ax) = 0.

Now v e Hi(ax) implies Z{v)£P. Indeed if Z{v)^P, and v e zl(ax) then v e Q~(x);

let v'-¿v, v' eS(x) and Z(v')çZ(v)^P, then by Lemma 2, Z(v')=Z(v)=P; since

i; is well centred, by the remark we have v' = v, hence v e S(x) ; the same argument

shows also that ve M(x). Hence, v = vt for some i, \^i<n, in contradiction to

Vi(ax)^0.

Thus by Lemma 3 there exists be A, b$P such that baxeA. Since vr(bax)

= vr(ax)=0 we have bax $ P.

(i) If Z(v)^P=Z(v~) then v(bax)=0, so v(x)= -v(ba)^0.

(ii) If i>(x)<0 with Z(v)^P, then by Lemma 2, Z(t>)=P=Z(t>1). Conversely, if

Z(t>) =P then since aeP, i;(a)>0, hence v(x) = — v{ba)<0.
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Corollary. Let P be a critical prime at x e K, x ^ 0 such that all the valuations of

oj0(P) are well centred. Then there exists an element a e K, a $ P, such that Q~(ax)

= Q0(F).

Proof. Let v' e M(x) be such that Z(v') = P. By Lemma 3, there exists ae A,

a<£ P, such that if w e Q~(ax) then there exists v e S(x), with Z(v)çP, vgw. If w e

0"(flx)then w e fí0(F) since by Lemma 2 we must haveZ(v)=P. On the other hand,

if w e Q0(F) there exists v such that Z(v)—P, vgw; by Lemma 4, t>(x)<0 and

since a $ P we have t>(flx)<0, and so w(ax)<0; therefore w e Q.~(ax).

We now show how to define, for a given prime F and w e Q+(P), the coarsest

valuation vgw with centre containing P; we denote this valuation CP(w).

Let Y = {ug w | P^Z(v)} and define CP(w) to be the valuation with ring

3t - U <*„.

Then a e F implies that ae0>v for all teTJ.e, that a ~1 £ 0tv for all teT, and

consequently a'1 $3t. It follows that ae^, i.e., that Fça*> n A, and so CP(w) £ W,

and is the coarsest of the valuations in T.

Lemma 5. Let £1 be a family of finite character defining A.

Let u0gw0e Q and Q0=Z(u0).

Let w' e Q + (ßo) with v0 = CQo(w').

Suppose that there exists a critical valuation y* Ú v0 such that if vfigv'g v0 then :

(1) v' is strongly well centered;

(2) v' is either critical or a limit valuation. Then we may conclude that Z(v0)=Q0.

Proof.

Case I. v0 is not a limit valuation.

v0 is critical at some x and there exists a finest valuation strictly coarser than vQ;

let this be vx. Then Q0£Z(vi), so there exists ae Q0 such that a $ Z(vi), and since

t>o(a-1)<0, but t>i(a_1) = 0, it follows that i>0ES(a_:1). Since ¡;0(x_1)>0, there

exists an integer «>0 such that r0(a"1(^~1)n)>0, for otherwise v0(a)>nv0(x~1)

for all « and so w'(x-1) belongs to the largest isolated subgroup of IV not contain-

ing w'(fl_1) but since ¡;0ES(a_1) this implies vo(x~1) = 0 in contradiction to

v0(x~x) > 0. It follows that for some «, v0(axn) < 0.

v0 is critical at axn: for v0 el,(axn), since t;o(axn)<0, and i>i(axn) = Di(xn)=0, and

by Lemma 2 if v e ¿Z(axn) with Z(t>)£Z(i>o), then Z{v)=Ziv0).

Since t;0 e Miaxn), v0 is strongly well centred, and Z(u0)= Q0^Z(v0), by Lemma

4 it follows that «o(flx")^0, i.e., w0(xn)^ — w0(a)<0; hence wo(x)<0. Again,

v0 e M(x), v0 is strongly well centred, Z(u0)^Z(v0) and u0(x) <0; hence, by Lemma

4, Z(u0)=Z(v0), i-e., Z(i;0)=Z(«o) = fio-

Caíe II. v0 is a limit valuation and if v' belongs to the set e={v' \ v*gv' <v0,

v' not a limit valuation} then Z(t>')£ Qo-
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In this case, Ziv0) = [Jv.eeZiv')^Q0 and from   Q0^Z(v0), it  follows that

Z(v0)=Qo.

Case III. v0 is a limit valuation and there exists v*, v*gv*<v0 such that v* is

critical and P*=Z(v*)$ Q0.

If this case occurs, ß0#Z(i;0) (for otherwise /)*sZ(t>0)= Q0).

We shall show that Case III cannot occur.

Let n^O be an arbitrary integer. We shall prove that there exist valuations

w0, Wj,..., wn £ D, which are pairwise nonequivalent and such that there exist

valuations Uigwt such that Z(v*)^Z(ut)= Q¡ (for ¡=0,1,...,«). Since v* is

critical (hence nontrivial) Z(v*)^0 (because S{v.^AZiv*}); let aeZ(v*), a^O;

then Ui(a) >0 and therefore w((a)>0 for all ¡=0, 1,..., «. Since « is arbitrary, this

contradicts the fact that O is a family of finite character.

Diagram of Prime Ideals

Z(wQ) Z(>v,) Z(wn) Z(h0
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In order to prove the existence of the valuations w¡, u¡ as above, we shall proceed

by induction on n. Precisely, for every «ä0 we shall establish that there exist valua-

tions wt eQ.,Ui^Wi(i=0, 1,..., n) such that:

(1) the valuations m*¡ are pairwise nonequivalent;

(2) Z(ui)=QiçZ(w') for ¿=0, 1,..., n;

(3) if Vi = CQt(w') and Pi=Z(i7i) then Prf Qt for i=0, 1,..., n;

(4) n^fc •••*»„£!#,
(5) for every i=l,...,n, there exists a critical valuation vf such that

v, > vf ̂  v* and Z(vf) £ ßf but ZCt;,*)£ Q¡ for .7=0,1,..., i-1.

For « = 0, the hypothesis in Case III implies that (1) to (5) hold with u0, w0, vQ.

Let us assume that (1) to (5) hold for n and let us determine wn + x e Q., un+1,

Consider un^wne Q, vn = CQn(w) and v*. We may substitute them for u0, v0 and

v* in the hypothesis of the lemma. Since ßn^Pn we are already in Case III. Hence

vn is a limit valuation and there exists v*+ x which is critical at an element x' e K,

x'#0, with D*èv*+X<vn and P*+x=Z(v*+x)<£ Qn. By induction, P*=Z(»*)£ Q,

(for _/=0, 1,..., n— 1), hence from P%^P¡¡-+1 (because p*SI»*+i) it follows that

P*+1£Qi (for j=0, I,...,n-l,n).

By the corollary to Lemma 4, since P^+1 is a critical prime at x' e K, x V 0,

and all valuations with centre P*+1 are well centred, there exists ce K, c^O, such

that if x = ex' then fi -(x) = Q0(P*+ x). Since v¡ = CQ¡(w'), and v, > v*+ x then ßf<É P*+1,

for all i = 0, 1,..., n; hence there exists an element b e YIÏ=o ßi> b ^P*+x. From

Oí=Z(m¡), »iSx'i, it follows that w¡ £ £î0(P*+i) f°r '=0> 1,..., n (because the set

of valuations coarser than w¡ is totally ordered, and so are their centers on A,

therefore none of these valuations could have center equal to P*+ x). We deduce

that w¡(x)^0 for i=0, 1,..., n.

Therefore w¡(x)a0 and ui(bx)>0 for i=0, 1,...,«, while v*+x(bx)<0 (because

v*+x e í20(/5*+1) = Q"(x) and v*+1(b) = 0), hence vn(bx)<0. Since vn is well centred,

there exists ae A such that vn(a) = — vn(bx) > 0, so t>„(aex) = 0.

We show that there exists un + 1 e M(abx) such that Qn+x=Z{un + 1)^Pn^Z{w').

If this were false, by Lemma .3 there exists de A,d£Pn such that dabx e A. From

vn(abx) = 0 it follows that vn(dabx) = 0, so dabx$Pn; hence dabx t Qn ^Pn=Z(vn),

and therefore un(dabx) = 0. Since dae A we conclude that w„(¿>x) ^ 0, which is a

contradiction.

Let wn+ieQ be such that wn + 1^Mn+1. Then wn+1 is not equivalent to wu

because wn+x(bx)fíwn+1(abx)<0 while w¡(bx)^0 (for i=0,1.n).

Now, we show that Qn + 1^P%+1. Since wn+1 e Q-(x) = D0(P*+i) there exists a

valuation «' of K, u'^wn+1, such that Z(u')=P*+x. If u'^un + 1 then P*+i£ ß„+i.

Let us assume that wn+1á«', hence Qn + 1^P%+1; noting that P%+1 is a critical

prime at x' and un + 1 e M(abcx'), it follows from Lemma 2 that Z(un+1)=P%+1.

Let un + i = CQn+1(w'); from ßn + 1cPn it follows that vn+x£vn. If ßn + i=Pn + i

=Z(vn + 1), then by Lemma 4 we have i>„ + x(abx) < 0 (because ¡vn + 1 e M(abx) and
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wn+i is strongly well centred, since the same holds for vn + 1, v*gvn + igv0, by hy-

pothesis); thus vn(abx)<0 and this is a contradiction. Therefore Qn + X is strictly

contained in Fn + i, hence F^+1c/>n+1 hence 8»+i<t>B+i.

This concludes the induction, proving the lemma.

Proposition 6. Let O be a family of finite character defining A. Let P be a critical

prime such that all valuations in oj_(P) are well centred and either critical or limit

valuations.

Then AP = Sivfor every v e co0(P).

Proof. Let v e oj0(P) and let w e O be such that vgw. We need to show that if

a, b e A with v(a)^ v(b), then there exists c e K such that be, ace A and v(bc) = 0.

Let x e K be such that v(x)= —v(b).

We use Lemma 5 to show that if u0 e M(bx) then Z(u0)$P.

For suppose that u0 e M(bx) with Z(uQ)^P, u0gw0eQ. Then Z(u0)=Q0

^Z(v)=P^Z(w). Let v0 = Cqo(w), hence v0gv. If v0 is not a limit take v* = v0;

otherwise take v* equal to any valuation v' g v0 which is nontrivial and not a limit.

Then v$gv'gvQ implies that v' ew_(P) so v' is strongly well centred and either

critical or limit. Thus by Lemma 5, Z(v0)=Z(u0) = Q0^P. Now since u0 is critical

at bx and strongly well centred it follows from Lemma 4 that v0(bx)<0; hence

v(bx) < 0, a contradiction.

Thus u0eM(bx) implies Z(w0)^F and by Lemma 3 there exists de A, d$P

such that dbx e A, v(dbx) = v(bx) — 0.

Now v(dax) ^ v(dbx) = 0 and as above, if u0 e M(dax) with Z(u0) S F, by Lemma

4 it follows that Z(w0)=Z(t;0) with v0gv, and so by Lemma 4, f0(flax)<0, in

contradiction to v(dax) ä 0.

Thus «0 e M(dax) implies Z(u0)£P and by Lemma 3 there exists e e A, e$P

such that edaxe A, and v(edax) = v(dax) ^ 0. Also v(edbx) = v(bdx)=0 so we may

take c=edx.

Theorem 7. Let Q be a family of finite character defining A such that every

valuation of il is well centered and uniformly critical for A. Then A is a ring of Krull

type, such that every valuation w e Q. is essential for A.

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 6.

3. Further results on essential valuations.

Proposition 8. Let Q. be a family of finite character consisting of rank one

valuations, with all critical valuations well centered. Then O defines a ring of Krull

type A.

Proof. Let Ü' be those valuations of D which are critical (with respect to Ü).

Let A' = (~)Wen-&w, hence A^A'. On the other hand, if x$A, then for some

w e D, we M(x) (since the valuations have rank one), so that w eü.' and x £ A'.
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This shows that A' = A. Now, ii' is a family of finite character in which each valua-

tion is critical and well centered, but since the valuations of ii' are of rank one they

are also uniformly critical. We conclude by Theorem 7 that ii' is an essential family

of valuations and so A is a ring of Krull type.

Ribenboim [5] has studied the rings which satisfy Proposition 8.

We say that a family of valuations Q' is coarser than O if every valuation w' £ ii'

is coarser than some valuation w of ii.

Proposition 9. Let ii be a family of finite character. Let S, 0 <£ S, be a multi-

plicatively closed subset of A.

Let ê be the family of prime ideals of A having empty intersection with S, and

assume that each prime in ê contains a minimal prime in ê, and that there are only a

finite number of minimal primes in <?.

Then As is the intersection of a finite number of valuation rings.

Proof. We use a result from [1]: there exists a family of valuations il', coarser

than il, such that As = f]wen. Siw. Since As has only finitely many minimal prime

ideals, their product is nonzero, hence every nonzero element in this product

belongs to the centre of every valuation of il' ; because of the finite character of

ii', we conclude that Si' must be a finite family.

For any prime ideal F of A, let S(P) denote the set of prime ideals of A contained

in F. If w is an essential valuation for A, then S(Z(w)) is totally ordered. In fact,

AZ{w)=Siw, by hypothesis; since there is a one-to-one inclusion-preserving mapping

between S(Z(w)) and the set of prime ideals of AZiw), it follows that £(Z(w)) is

totally ordered by inclusion.

Proposition 10. Let il be a family of finite character defining A and suppose that

every prime ideal of A contains a minimal prime ideal. If S(Z(w)) is totally ordered

for every valuation w e ii then ii is a family of essential valuations for A.

Proof. Let S'(Z(w)) be totally ordered for each w £ ii. Then Z(w) contains just

one minimal prime ideal and by Proposition 9, applied to the complement of Z(w),

AZiw) is the intersection of a finite number of valuations rings. Now Ribenboim [6]

has shown that a local ring which is the intersection of a finite family of valuation

rings is a valuation ring; hence AZiw) is a valuation ring and we conclude that w is

an essential valuation.

We now define the finest valuation which is coarser than a given valuation w,

and has centre contained in a prime F of A with A £ 0tw. We shall denote this

valuation FP(w). Define S={v'g w | Z(i/)sF}; then S is not empty since it contains

the trivial valuation. Define FPiw) to be the valuation with ring

Si = n @v

To show that FP(w) is the finest valuation belonging to <?, we need only show that

Z(FP(w))^P. If a e ZiFPiw)), then a belongs to the maximal ideal of Si; so a-1 $ Si
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and hence for some v' ei, a'1 $Siv,, i.e., aePv,, anda eZ(v')^P; thusZ(FP(w))

SP.

Lemma 11. Let Q. be a family of finite character. Let P be a prime ideal which is

such that S(P) is totally ordered. Then there exists a valuation v', coarser than some

valuation w' e Q. such that Z(v')=P.

Proof. If the trivial valuation is the only element of oj_(P), let v' be the trivial

valuation.

If there exists a nontrivial valuation v0 of K, v0 em_(P), then Z(¡;0)^0 and there-

fore the set il+(Z(v0)) is finite, because Q is a family of finite character. For every

weQ. such that Z(w)^Z(v0), we consider the valuation FP(w); since S(P) is totally

ordered, and Q + (Z(v0)) is finite, there exists a valuation w' e Cl + (Z(v0)) such that

Z(FP(w')) is the largest possible; we take v' = FP(w'). Clearly, Z(v0)^Z(v').

Now, we prove that Z(v')=P. \fZ(v')j=P then Z(v')^P and there exists x eP,

x$Z(v'). Then, if v e S(x_1) it follows that Z(v)£P. In fact, if Z(t>)sP, since i(P)

is totally ordered, either Z(v)QZ(v0) or Z(u0)=Z(tO; in the first case, from xeP,

t;(x)>0 it follows that v0(x)>0; hence also v'(x)>0, which is a contradiction; if

Z(v0)^Z(v) and if we Q is such that v^w, then by the choice of v', we have

Z(v)qZ(Fp(w))^Z(v'); therefore from v(x)>0 we conclude again that v'(x)>0,

a contradiction. Since v e S(x "x) implies Z(v0) $ P it follows by Lemma 3 that there

exists aeA,a$P, such that ax'1 e A. Then a = ax~1xeP, a contradiction. We

conclude that Z(v')=P.

Proposition 12. Let fi be a family of finite character defining the ring A. Let v

be an essential valuation of A. Then there exists w e D with w£v.

Proof. Since v is an essential valuation for A, S(Z(v)) is totally ordered; hence by

Lemma 11 there exists w e Q. withr'^w e Q andZ(v')=Z(v); fromSiv = AZ{v)^Siv.,

Lemma 1 and the remark following it, we deduce that v and v' are equivalent and

w=«v.

Lemma 11 may be used to prove the following two results. In the first, which

deals with i-ideals, we use the following globalization lemma, proved in [1]; if A

is a ring of Krull type defined by the family D of finite character, consisting of

essential valuations, and if M is any integral ideal of A, then Mt = (~)wen 0twM.

Proposition 13. Let M be an integral ideal of a ring of Krull type A. Then

Mti=A if and only if there exists a prime P with M^P such that S(P) is totally

ordered.

Proof. If Mt = f)weC10¿wMcA, then for some weQ., 0twM n A<=A so

M^Z(w) and since w is essential, <%(Z(w)) is totally ordered.

If M<=,P with S(P) totally ordered, then by Lemma 11 there exists v^weil

with Z(v)=P and consequently Mt = (~)weSi0twMcSiwZ(w) r\ A=Z(w)<=A (be-

cause w e Q. is an essential valuation for A).
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Proposition 14. Let A be a ring of Krull type; then A is a Prüfer ring if and only

ifS(P) is totally ordered for every maximal ideal P.

Proof. If A is a Prüfer ring then AP is an essential valuation with centre P and

S(P) is a totally ordered set.

Let il be an essential family of finite character defining A. Since i(P) is totally

ordered, by Lemma 11, F is the centre of a valuation vgw eil; hence Z(v)=P

^Z(w); since F is a maximal ideal of A, it follows that v = w. Now w is essential,

so AP is a valuation ring and since this holds for every maximal ideal F, A is a

Prüfer ring.

4. Examples.

1. A ring, not of Krull type, which is defined by a family of finite character

consisting of rank one valuations. Another example of such a ring has also been

found independently by Ohm [4].

Let A: be a field.

We define the valuation w on k[X, Y] by setting w(2f=i aiArniTm0 = minláiSn

{(2)1,2«¡ —«ij; the valuation is extended to k(X, Y) by putting w(a¡b) = w(a) — w(b)

when a, bek[X, Y]. It is not difficult to show that w is a rank one valuation; a

proof may be found in [7, p. 100].

Let Q be the family of valuations vv of k(X, Y) defined by irreducible poly-

nomials// of k[X, Y], Then il has finite character and defines k[X, Y].

Let il' = il u {w} ; then ii' has finite character, and since w( Y) < 0, Q' defines a

ring A properly contained in k[X, Y] for which w is a critical valuation.

Now if w were well centred then there would exist an element ae A such that

w(a)=l. Since A^k[X, Y], we have a=p(X, Y), for some polynomial p(X, Y);

hence, there would exist positive integers n, m, such that «(2)1/2 — m=l, i.e.,

(2)1'2 = (»j+ 1)/«, which is clearly impossible.

Suppose that A is a ring of Krull type. Then since A<=k[X, Y], there must be

some essential valuation v of A not contained in il. By Proposition 12 we must have

w'^v for some w' e il'; the only possible candidate is w, and since w is of rank one,

w = v. Thus w is essential and hence well centred, a contradiction. We conclude

that A is not a ring of Krull type.

This counterexample, together with Proposition 8, provides a solution to the

question posed by Krull in [6]. The counterexample also shows that the assumption

that the valuations were well centred in Theorem 7 is necessary.

2. A ring, not of Krull type, defined by a well centred family of finite character.

Let O be the family of valuations defined by all the irreducible polynomials of

k[X, Y, Z], except the polynomial Z.

Define v on k[X, Y] by setting vipiX, Y)) = m, if piX, Y) has terms of total

degree m, but none of lower degree. Extend v to kiX, Y) by setting viflg) = v(J)

— vig). Then v is the iX, y)-adic divisor of kiX, Y) [7, p. 105]. v may be extended

canonically to kiX, Y, Z), and as a valuation of kiX, Y, Z) it will have residue
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field kiZ). Let v' be the valuation of kiZ) defined by the minimal polynomial Z.

Let w = v' -v be the corresponding discrete rank two valuation of kiX, Y, Z). Let

il' be the family il u {w}.

Let A = f)weCl' ®w Then A is easily seen to consist of all elements of the form

PiiX, Y,Z)XZ-»+p2iX, Y,Z)YZ~m+p3iZ) where Pl(X,Y,Z), p2iX,Y,Z)e

k[X, Y, Z] and p3iZ) e k[Z].

Now if A were a ring of Krull type there would be some essential valuation u

of A, not contained in il (since Q defines the ring of all elements of the form

piX, Y,Z)Z~n); by Proposition 12 we must have w^u, so that certainly v, the

extension of the (A', F)-adic divisor, will be an essential valuation.

If v is essential then we must have either X¡Ye0tv = AiX,Y) or YjXeStv

= AiX,Y) and we may suppose the former to be the case. It follows that there exists

some element b of kiX, Y, Z) such that b Y e A, b Y $ (A\ Y)A and bX e A. Since

b Y $ iX, Y)A, we must have

bY = piiX, Y,Z)XZ~n +p2(X, Y,Z)YZ-m+p3(Z),

where p3(Z)/0 (for otherwise bYe(X, Y)A). So bX=PliX, Y,Z)X2Z~nY-1

+p2iX, Y, Z)Z~mX+p3iZ)XY^1 and p3iZ)XY~1 cannot cancel with the first term

because of the difference in the powers of X involved. Thus we conclude bX $ A,

a contradiction. Therefore, A is not a ring of Krull type.

Now since the valuations in il are essential for k[X, Y, Z], they are essential for

A^k[X, Y, Z]. Also, w is well centred (as may be seen by taking elements XnZmeA

with «^0, and «¡SO if « = 0). It follows from Theorem 7 that A must fail to be a

ring of Krull type because w fails to be uniformly critical. It is not hard to check

that w is not uniformly critical.
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